Sandology.... 😊

“I liked the dolphin and the stairs of the big sandcastle.”

Oceah

“I liked having fun and getting messy at the same time.”

Jumarlia

“I liked dad being at school and carving up the tunnels in the sandcastles”.

Odynn
“It was amazing that we got taught to build sandcastles by a professional. I really liked how the sand stayed up for a long time and it stayed up in the rain.”

Tayla

“I don’t go in the sandpit much so I liked building with sand and I learnt a lot. I really liked building with my friends; we all built a guinea pig.”

Bella

“I enjoyed doing some sand modelling because it was something different and fun and it was a new style of art.”

Owen

“It was good to learn sand sculpting because you only need a butter knife, water and a paint brush. I hope he comes again soon.”

Ryley M

.... Thanks Steve 😊